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Empirically, trade unions are consistently found to compress the wage distribu-

tion. This paper argues that an extended Right-to-Manage model can explain this

finding. The main insight is that unions raise in particular the wages of low-paid

(low-skilled) workers, thus compressing the support of theunion wage distribu-

tion. Union wages should therefore be compressed when measured with standard

dispersion measures such as the 90-10 log wage difference. Moreover, capital

adjustments are found to strengthen these wage compressingeffects of unions.
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1 Introduction

There is strong indication that trade unions compress the wage distribution. Evidence for

wage compressing union effects comes from three different directions. First, over the past

decades in many industrialised countries unions have severely lost ground as major wage

setting institutions while at the same time the wage distribution in these countries seriously

deteriorated. Table I, for instance, shows that in both the United States and the UK the rate of
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collective bargaining coverage (or simply “coverage”) in the year 2000 was only about one-

half of its 1980 value. Over the same time period the distribution of earnings in these countries

widened significantly as the 90-10 percentile ratio illustrates.

Table I about here

Second, countries with higher union coverage seem to experience lower wage dispersion.

Table I reports 90-10 percentile ratios of wages and union coverage rates in a selection of

industrialised countries. As can be seen from this table, incountries where coverage rates are

low (as for instance in the U.S.) earnings are much wider dispersed than they are, for instance,

in Continental Europe where unions so far have been quite successful in maintaining their

strong position as wage setting institutions. Taking a closer look at the wage distribution of

the group of workers about which labour economists have probably the most to say, prime-

age men working full-time in the private sector, Table II shows that in Britain wages have

become even more unequal than the OECD data in Table I suggest.1 This table also shows a

remarkable increase in the dispersion of wages in Germany which happens to be accompanied

by a slight drop in bargaining coverage of employees in Germany.

Table II about here

The third piece of evidence for the wage compressing effectsof unions finally comes from

a direct comparison of earnings of workers who are covered bya union labour agreement

with those who are not. Table II reports 90-10 percentile ratios (‘D9/D1’) for covered and

uncovered men in the private sector in the U.S., Britain, andGermany. As clearly evident

from the table are wages of workers significantly less dispersed when agreements between

trade unions and employers are reported to affect pay. When adjusting for composition effects,

using a variant of the re-weighting technique of DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux (1996), the

differences in 90-10 percentile ratios decrease somewhat (though not in Germany) but remain

economically important. For instance, in the year 2000 in the U.S. the 90th wage percentile of

workers employed in uncovered establishments is around 4.5 times higher than the respective

10th wage percentile. This figure strongly contrasts with a 90-10 wage percentile ratio of only

2.9 in covered establishments. Accounting for differences inthe skill and age composition of

workers, the 90-10 percentile ratio of covered workers increases only slightly from 2.9 to 3.0.

In the U.S., thus, composition effects only account for a small part of the overall difference

in wage inequality of covered and uncovered workers. In Britain the findings are remarkably

1For a cross-country comparison of wage decentile ratios seealso Blau and Kahn (1996) and Davis (1992).
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similar to those for the U.S. In Germany, quite generally, wage inequality is much lower than

in the U.S. or in Britain. Still, even though in Germany the wage distribution is more equal

within the group of both covered and uncovered workers than it is in the U.S. or in Britain, the

dispersion of wages of workers employed in covered establishments is significantly smaller

than the dispersion of wages of workers employed in establishments that do not pay union

wages.2

This paper presents a theoretical model that offers an explanation for wage compression

induced by trade unions. We extend a standard Right-to-Manage model by allowing for a

large number of labour market segments (‘locales’) that aredistinguished by their total factor

productivity. All workers are identical but labour is assumed to be immobile between locales,

thus yielding a model with multiple wage rates prevailing atthe same time. In each locale

unions and firms bargain over wages and firms then choose employment levels unilaterally so

as to maximise profits. We find that in this model wage structuring of trade unions results in

a compressed support of the union wage distribution whenever the elasticity of substitution

between labour and capital is not greater than one. A standard dispersion measure such as the

90-10 percentile ratio picks up this compression of the support. Union wages can hence be

expected to be compressed relative to spot market wages.

To generate intuition for this argument, consider an economy with exactly two locales dif-

fering only in the available technology (see Figure 1). Obviously, the labour demand curve

prevailing in the more productive locale is located above the labour demand curve in the less

2In a similar vein, Card, Lemieux and Riddell (2003) find that in the U.S., the UK and in Canada wages of
unionised men are less dispersed than are wages of men who arenot member of a union. For the year 2001
they report that in the U.S., the UK and in Canada the standarddeviation of log hourly wages of union
members is 0.184, 0.146 and, respectively, 0.115 points lower than the standard deviation of wages of non-
union members.

Moreover, Freeman (1982) shows that, using within-establishment wage data, standard deviations of log
wages in unionised establishments in the U.S. range between5 and 50 per cent below those of non-unionised
establishments, with an average difference of 22 per cent.

In Continental European countries such direct comparisonsof covered and uncovered workers are more
difficult because of the lack of information about union coverage in standard survey data. For example, in
Germany coverage is about 2−3 times higher than union density rates (OECD 2004, Visser 2003), suggest-
ing that a comparison of wage distributions of union and non-unionmembersserves more to shed light on
the remuneration of a very special group of workers (namely members of trade unions) than on the effects of
unions on the wage distribution of covered workers. The dataused to compute the results for Germany re-
ported in table II come from a new data set, theGehalts- und Lohnstrukturerhebung(GLS) im Produzierenden
Gewerbe und im Dienstleistungsbereich, that has only recently been made available to researchers.It should
be noted, however, that this data is not fully representative of the German economy as it still has a strong
focus on the manufacturing sector.

In related work using a different German data set, both Gürtzgen (2006) and Stephan and Gerlach (2005)
find that returns to education and age are more moderate in covered than in uncovered German establishments,
thus presenting some evidence for union wage compressing effects. In a comparable study on the Dutch
labour market Hartog, Leuven and Teulings (2002), however,find only very modest union wage effects.
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Figure 1: Wage determination in the monopoly union model, assumingσ < 1

productive locale. This in turn implies that spot market wages, denotedwmax
spot andwmin

spot, in the

former locale are greater than in the latter. Compare these wages with those wages that would

be set by a monopoly union. If unions had the power to set wagesunilaterally (an extreme

case of right-to-manage), it is well known that wages are then either determined by the tan-

gency of union indifference and labour demand curves or are given by a corner solution. In

Figure 1 labour demand curves (denoted asL(w|θ ), given factor productivityθ in the high

and low productivity locale) are plotted as thick and union indifference curves respectively as

thin curves. Given labour demand and indifference curves asdrawn in Figure 1, the monopoly

union sets wageswmax
m andwmin

m in the two locales such that in the less productive locale union

wage markups are positive (i.e.,wmin
m > wmin

spot), while in the more productive locale they are

zero (i.e.,wmax
m = wmax

spot). Union wage structuring is thus found to compress the support of the

union wage distribution.

The reader should have noticed that the sketched argument depends on the shape of both

labour demand and union indifference curves and at first glance may thus appear a bit ad-hoc.

Our analysis below, however, shows that it holds under quitegeneral conditions regarding

preferences of the typical unionised worker and whenever the elasticity of substitution between

labour and capital is not above unity. Notice that the elasticity of substitution is important

because it crucially determines the shape of labour demand curves which, as usual, are derived

holding capital stocks fixed and varying the capital intensity. Throughout this paper it will be

assumed that the elasticity of substitution between labourand capital is below one.3 Given the

3For conciseness discussion of the Cobb-Douglas case is not reproduced but follows straightforward from the
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strong empirical evidence (Hamermesh 1993, ch 3) this assumption seems fairly innocuous.

By contrast, if the elasticity of substitution between labour and capital was in fact above unity,

our analysis shows that union wage markups would then be positive in the more productive

locales and zero in the less productive ones. Thus, unions would then tend toincrease, not

decrease wage dispersion.

While large parts of the paper use the limiting case of a monopoly union to present the

argument, these results actually hold more generally when comparing wage distributions of

two bargaining arrangements, say the wage distribution in countryA with strong unions with

that in countryB where unions are weak. Then according to our model the wage distribution

in countryA should be less dispersed than the wage distribution prevailing in countryB.

A second important implication of our model is that union wages first-order stochastically

dominate non-union wages (our Proposition 2). First-orderstochastic dominance of the union

wage distribution implies that mean and median union wages are greater than mean and, re-

spectively, median spot market wages, which is exactly whatthe empirical trade union litera-

ture finds (see also the results in Table II reported in columns ‘D5’). However, more powerful

tests of the model should directly exploit the insight that union wages first-order dominate

non-union wages. We discuss several ways how this could be done.

In our model unionised and non-unionised segments of the labour market co-exist (sim-

ilar but not identical to Horn and Svensson 1986). Apart frompedagogical purposes—we

change the perspective from comparing two hypothetical regimes to comparing two actually

co-existing regimes—, one merit of this approach is that it allows us to study union wage

effects in a closed general equilibrium framework. So, after extending the Right-to-Manage

model by allowing for heterogeneous labour inputs, we go on to analyse the effects on wages

of covered and uncovered workers when firms adjust their capital stocks in response to union

wage setting. We believe there are good reasons for extending the Right-to-Manage model in

this direction. First, allowing for capital adjustments isnatural when looking at wage distribu-

tion from a cross-country perspective since households arefree to invest in all industrialised

countries. Second, when comparing covered and uncovered sectors in Continental Europe the

industries that are unionised can be expected not to be extremely selective. Thus, it would

even be a questionable assumption to presume that in unionised industries capital is locked-in

over long periods of time. We will have more to say on this issue in the concluding section.

Third, it is quite common in wage negotiations that firms threat to withdraw capital, say by

investing abroad, if unions were to impose ‘excessive’ wagecosts on firms.

We follow Grout (1984), who first formalised the holdup problem in the union context, and

argument.
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assume that capital is installed before unions and firms signthe labour contract but correctly

anticipate the future labour agreement—which itself depends on the installed stock of capital.

That is to say firms know that, once the capital stock has been installed, unions have the ability

to hold the firms’ capital hostage. Anticipating this, firms invest less in unionised than in

non-unionised firms. Such a withdrawal of physical capital (when compared with the former

partial equilibrium framework) is now shown to imply wage compression also from above

as those locales paying market clearing wages utilise less capital, while union wages in low-

productivity locales remain unaffected. Thus, making the stock of capital of firms endogenous

is shown to strengthen our earlier results on union wage compression.

We are of course not the first to present explanations for why unions can be expected to

compress wages. Freeman (1980), for instance, lists several reasons why unions should seek

to reduce the wage distribution. First, there is the standard redistribution argument that the

income of the median union member is below the average incomeand hence union leaders

favour redistribution from the rich to the poor.4 Second, he argues that “union solidarity is

difficult to maintain if some workers are paid markedly more than others” (Freeman 1980, p

5). In this argument union wage compression is obviously viewed as a means—not an end—

to raise overall wages. He also claims, thirdly, that workers have a preference for objective

standards as opposed to subjective decision making of the foremen and that the noise induced

by subjective decision making tends to raise overall wage inequality.

Yet another strand of the literature on union wage effects follows the literature on implicit

contracts by stressing the insurance component of labour contracts. Horn and Svensson (1986)

and Agell and Lommerud (1992) follow quite literally the theme of the literature on efficient

contracts and argue that unions seek to conclude labour contracts that insure workers against

unforeseen events in the future. For instance, in Agell and Lommerud (1992) risk-averse

workers are uncertain which position in society they will attain and therefore advocate for

an egalitarian union wage policy. More generally, Burda (1995) allows “risk” against which

workers seek insurance to be any contingencies of the labourmarket that affects wage profiles

over time, space, and events. In a similar spirit in a companion paper (Vogel 2007) we argue

that unions may also intend to compress the wage distribution because workers perceive of

a less dispersed wage distribution as fair.5 Insurance against bad income shocks, however,

requires that labour contracts cover wagesandemployment (the contract curve). The crucial

4This argument is extremely prominent in the union literature. When exclaiming at the, in his view, “modest to
negligible reference to the models of union wage determination” of most of the empirical studies he surveys,
Kaufman (2002) actually writes that “[w]here a formal modelof union wage determination is called on,
however, in nearly all cases it involves an application of the median voter principle.”

5For an insightful discussion of the issue and the importanceof fairness considerations in the actual wage setting
process see also Rees (1993)
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difference of the present paper to this literature therefore is that here we analyse the situation

in which contracts cover wages but not employment (the labour demand curve); say, because

this part of a labour agreement cannot be enforced (see Espinosa and Rhee (1989) for detailed

discussion of the enforcement problem).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section2 presents the main assumptions

of the model. Section 3 discusses the wage distribution on spot labour markets. Section 4

analyses the Right-to-Manage model while holding capital stocks fixed. The latter assumption

is relaxed in Section 5. Section 6 summarises and concludes.

2 Assumptions

We begin with a description of the assumptions of the model with given capital stocks which

is discussed in sections 3 and 4. A list of the additional assumptions in the more complete

model with capital adjustments follows.

Model with given capital stocks A homogenous consumption good is produced using

as inputs physical capital and labour, denoted asK andL. Production takes place in a large

number of locales. We let the set of locales be represented bythe unit interval[0,1] and use

the subscriptν to denote specific locales. Without loss of generality the mass of workers

at each localeν is normalised to be of measure one. SoLν denotes both the measure of

employed workers as well as the probability of being employed in localeν. All workers

within a locale are either unionised or not unionised. The fraction of covered locales, denoted

asc, is exogenous. Although it would be interesting to make the coverage ratec endogenous,

this is not done here.

There is a large number of price-taking firms in each locale, each of which utilises the tech-

nologyθF (K,L). The production functionF is assumed to be concave and linear homoge-

nous. As already mentioned in the Introduction we assume that the elasticity of substitution

between capital and labour, denoted asσ , is between zero and one.6 Although not necessary

for the main conclusions of this paper, it might be convenient to think of F as being CES

with σ < 1. Total factor productivity parametersθ are distributed with distribution function

G(θ). Simply for expositional convenience we letG(θ) be differentiable. Letθmin andθmax

denote the lower and, respectively, upper bound of the support of G(θ). We assume thatθmin

is sufficiently large so as ensure full employment on spot markets and, to establish existence

6See Hamermesh (1993, ch 3) for empirical evidence for our assertion that it is fairly save to assumeσ < 1.
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of non-trivial equilibria, we letθmax be sufficiently small.7

A key assumption of this paper is that labour cannot flow from one locale to another which

allows for a non-degenerated equilibrium wage distributions. Notice that for the purpose of

this paper the notion of a locale is quite general. We think oflocales as groups of persons

differing in age, sex, education, region of residence, industry affiliation and the like. Firms

may, but do not have to, hire workers of several different locales. The assumption made here

only imposes limits to the interaction of labour of different locales (workers of different types)

and the capital installed in these locales.

Workers do not own capital, supply inelastically one unit oflabour and their preferences

are defined over leisure and consumption. Capital markets are incomplete such that workers

are unable to obtain insurance against unemployment risks.So income (whether derived from

wages or benefits) equals spending on consumption goods. Locked into a specific localeν,

a worker faces the risk of being unemployed (with probability 1−Lν ) in which case he can

claim benefits ofb≥ 0. For simplicity benefits are assumed to be financed by taxes on capital.

If employed (with probabilityLν ) the worker receives the wagewν . We presume that, on the

behalf of workers, trade unions set or bargain over wages. Then unions seek to maximise

expected utility where utility of an employed worker receiving wagewν is denoted asu(wν)

and expected utility of each worker in localeν is

Lνu(wν)+(1−Lν)u(w) (1)

Herew denotes the wage equivalent of a worker enjoying leisure andreceiving benefitsb.8

Notice that in the present setting union preferences can be easily derived from individual

preferences as workers are assumed to be identical (with respect to, e.g., preferences, wealth,

seniority). After all, each worker is both the median and therepresentative worker. We make

the standard assumption about the functional form ofu(w): It is assumed to be increasing and

concave, though not necessarily strictly concave implyingthat workers are not necessarily risk

averse. Finally, we normaliseu and setu(w) to zero.

7We will be more precise on what ‘sufficiently large’ or ‘small’ means below.
8Both the risk of being hit by unemployment as well as the wage level are subject to the realisation of the

efficiency parameterθ . Formally, preferences are thus defined for a set of admissible wage distribution
functions, an uncountably infinite dimensional space. Assuming the preference ordering satisfies the standard
von Neumann-Morgensternaxioms, the preference ordering uniquely determines a continuous utility function
ũ (up to affine transformations) such that the most preferred wage distribution maximises expected utility
(Hammond 1998).
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Model with endogenous capital adjustments When discussing the implications of en-

dogenous capital adjustments in section 5 we make the following additionalassumptions. The

aggregate stock of capitalK is owned by capitalist households. Capitalists do not work but

rent their capital to firms for which they receive a net rate ofreturn of 1+ r (net of possible

capital depreciations). Capital has no intrinsic utility,implying an inelastic supply of capital.

Firms are risk-neutral; for instance because firms are run bythe capitalists themselves where

capitalists are risk-neutral.

The time structure of actions taken by the agents is as follows. First, firms invest in capital

so as to maximise expected profits, while correctly anticipating wages. However, at the time

when the investment decision is made the firm in localeν is still ignorant of the productivity

parameterθν , though it knows the distributionG(θ) out of whichθν is drawn. Second, trade

unions and firms bargain over wages and the efficiency parameterθν realises in each localeν.

Third, facing capital stocksKν and wageswν firms in each localeν hire as many workers as

necessary to maximise quasi-profits and then produce the output good. In uncovered locales

wages are determined the usual wage by the market clearing condition.

The analysis of the model with given and identical capital stocks can be seen as an extension

of the model with endogenous capital adjustments when firms are not only ignorant of the

realisation ofθν but also of whether or not in their locale workers will form a trade union. In

fact, if firms are ignorant of whether they will be covered or not, the assumption that firms

knowG(θ) but not the specific realisation ofθν in their localeν is not crucial. Then firms in

highly productive locales would invest more than firms in less productive locales, but the main

conclusions regarding wage compression and stochastic dominance would remain unaffected.

If however firms do know their covering status, it becomes essential that firms are ignorant

of θν . Assume otherwise. Then covered firms that have to pay higherwages than uncovered

firms (with identicalθ ) incur losses as covered and uncovered firms face identical interest

rates. Since this cannot occur in equilibrium, we assume that firms in localeν knowG(θ) but

not the realisation ofθν .

3 Spot markets

Our benchmark case is that capital stocks are identical inall locales, that is,Kν = K in all

localesν, independent of whether wages in localeν are affected by a union wage agreement

or not. Given capital stocksKν in localeν, wages and employment on spot labour markets are
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determined by the first-order condition

wν = θν ×FL (Kν ,Lν)

where subscripts onF are used to indicate partial derivatives. Of course,Lν = 1 whenever

wν > w. Firms correctly anticipate wages when investing in machinery. Expected quasi-

profits are9

πspot= E [θF (Kν ,Lν)−wνLν ] (2)

All workers find employment in a non-unionised localeν if and only if θν ≥ w/FL (K,1).

To avoid discussion of the uninteresting case of unemployment in uncovered locales, we let

θmin ≥ w/FL (K,1), which makes precise whenθmin is ‘sufficiently large’, as assumed ear-

lier.10

The Hicks-neutral functional form of the production technology implies particularly neat

expressions for the moments of the wage distribution:

E
[
wspot

]
= const×E[θ ]

Var
[
wspot

]
= const2×Var[θ ]

Skew
[
wspot

]
= const3×Skew[θ ]

...

where const≡ FL (K,1).

4 The Right-to-Manage Model

In the Right-to-Manage model trade unions and firms bargain over wages while firms hire so

many workers so as to remain on the labour demand curve. The Monopoly Union model is a

special case of this model in which unions are free to set wages unilaterally. If, in contrast,

all the bargaining power lies with the firms, equilibrium outcomes in both the unionised and

the non-unionised locales are identical. This section therefore begins with a characterisation

of equilibrium in the Monopoly Union model. A series of propositions summarises the main

9This actually also shows that the optimalKν is the same in all uncovered locales once we allow forKν to be
chosen by firms as long as for some uncovered localeν it holds thatwν ≥ w while Lν = 1. This also shows
that there is no loss in generality when assuming that labouris uniformly distributed over the given set of
locales.

10Equivalently, assume that limLν↑1 θ minFL (K,Lν) ≥ w wherew is positive whenever unemployment benefits
are positive or workers value leisure.
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results of this section. We continue to assume thatKν = K in all ν.

4.1 Monopoly Unions

Suppose the union sets wages unilaterally. The monopoly union wage, denoted aswm, in each

covered locale would then be set so as to maximise expected utility

L×u(w)+(1−L)×u(w) (3)

subject to the constraints that for each worker in this locale the probability of finding employ-

mentL is given by the labour demand curveL(w|θ ) and thatwm must never be smaller than

the reservation wagew. The first-order condition of this problem is standard (McDonald and

Solow 1981, Oswald 1982, Oswald 1985, Farber 1986, Booth 1995):

u′ (w)w
u(w)

+
L′ (w|θ )w
L(w|θ )

=
u′ (w)w
u(w)

−
σ

1−s
≤ 0 (4)

wheres≡LFL/F is defined as the labour income share. The first equality in theabove equation

follows from the fact that

L′ (w|θ ) = −(θFLK (K,L)×K/L)−1

andσ = FLFK/FLKF is the elasticity of substitution between labour and capital. Notice that

even thoughKν is fixed, condition (4) depends onσ because the shape of the labour demand

curve depends on how the marginal product of labour changes with the capital intensityk ≡

K/L. Condition (4) holds with equality if and only if the optimalunion wage exceeds the

market clearing wage.

Figure 2 illustrates how the wage distribution can be derived from this condition. The down-

ward sloping curve in the figure depicts the elasticityα ≡ u′w/u of a typical utility function,

while the three increasing curves illustrate how the termσ/(1−s) changes with the wage

w.11 For simplicity we only consider utility functionsu whose elasticity is everywhere down-

ward sloping (i.e.,α ′ < 0) which includes the functional forms most frequently encountered

in economic models.12 Consider for instance the case that utility is of the constant rate of

11We assume thatσ is sufficiently unresponsive to changes in the capital intensity so not to offset the changes in
s.

12For u′w/u > 1 it is easy to show that this elasticity is actually decreasing in w for all utility functions with
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relative risk aversion (CRRA) type:
(
w1−ρ −w1−ρ)

/(1−ρ) where quasi-concavity requires

thatρ ≥ 0.13 Forw > 0 its elasticity is downward sloping for allw > w.

Due to our assumption thatσ < 1 the termσ/(1−s) increases in the wagew. The labour

income shares increases inw because, first, on the labour demand curve the optimal capital

intensity increases in the wage rate and, second, forσ < 1 the labour income share increases in

the capital intensity. Therefore,(1−s)−1 increases inw. By assumingσ < 1 we deliberately

excluded a Cobb-Douglas technology, for ifσ = 1 thenσ/(1−s) was a constant and wages

would be identical in all covered locales that paid above market clearing wages. In other

words, ifF was Cobb-Douglas the resulting union wage distribution would not be smooth but

instead exhibited a sharp jump at the lowest wage (denoted below asw∗) that clears labour

markets in both covered and uncovered locale for some commonproductivity parameterθ .

The horizontal line in figure 2 finally is found by inserting the capital intensityk = K into

σ/(1−s). Notice that then condition (4) holds with equality. For each givenθ the intersection

of the horizontal and the respective increasing curve determines the particular wage rate such

that for all wages above this rate some workers remain without work, while for lower wages

there would be an excess demand for labour.

u′′ ≤ 0. However, to avoid that the slope of the elasticity switches signs for large wage rates, we restrict
the class of utility functions to those with decreasing consumption elasticities (including, for instance, utility
functions of the CRRA type).

13The constantw1−ρ/(1−ρ) is included to normalise utility such thatu(w) = 0. Since the rate of relative risk
aversion only involves first and second-order derivatives of u(·) including the constant does not invalidate
that the stated function is of the CRRA-type.
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Inspection of figure 2 shows clearly that both wage and employment increase monotoni-

cally in total factor productivity. The greaterθ the further to the right is the associated curve

depicting the termσ/(1−s) as a function of the wagew because wages must increase pro-

portionally inθ so as to keepk (determined by the labour demand curve) constant. Moreover,

since the elasticity of utility in consumptionα = u′w/u is downward sloping, the wage that

satisfies condition (4) with equality increases less than proportionally inθ . Hence, an increase

in factor productivity (θ ) is associated with an increase in both wages and employment. Alter-

natively, invoking the implicit function theorem on condition (4) and the first-order condition

wm/θν = FL (km (θν) ,1) yields

[
w′

m (θν)

k′m(θν)

]
=

wm/θν
γ

[
1

[1−s(km)]2

σ ·s′(km) α ′ (wm)

] {
> 0

< 0

}
(5)

whereγ > 0 due to the second-order condition of the union maximisation problem. Moreover,

α ′ < 0 and the labour income share decreases in the capital intensity, s′ (km) > 0, because

labour and capital are complements (σ < 1). Thus, we have shown the next proposition.

Proposition 1 Suppose all workers are employed in all non-unionised locales but not in all

unionised locales. Then the correlation between wages and unemployment is zero in non-

unionised locales but strictly negative in unionised locales.

The assumption thatσ < 1 is crucial for the Proposition to hold. In fact, expression(5)

shows that employment woulddecreasealong with wages had we assumed thatσ > 1, simply

becauses′ (km) < 0 if σ > 1. That is, forσ > 1 unemployment would be the highest among

well-paid workers which is clearly at odds with all empirical evidence—in addition toσ > 1

not being supported by the (more direct) empirical evidencesuggesting that labour and capital

are complements, not substitutes (Hamermesh 1993).14

4.1.1 Stochastic dominance

The thick left line in figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function of spot market

wages (c.d. f .spot).15 The thick right line in the figure depicts the distribution ofunion wages

14Notice further that the union maximisation problem may actually not have a solution ifσ > 1 andθ is small—
a problem mentioned in Oswald (1982) but often simply assumed away through artful drawing of labour
demand and indifference curves.

15There is no discontinuity of the spot market wage distribution atw because of our assumption thatθ min be
sufficiently large. Due to the linear relationship between spot market wages and total factor productivity and
because of the uniform distribution of labour across locales, the distribution of spot market wages simply
reflects the distribution of productivity parametersG(θ ).
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(c.d. f .m). The union wage distribution is everywhere (within its support) strictly below the

spot wage distribution because of two different effects, both of which work in the same di-

rection (see the thin lines in figure 3). Hence, there is first-order stochastic dominance of the

union wage distribution.16

First, there is the direct wage effect which describes the effect on the union wage distribution

hadall unionised worker been paid the union wage; that is, holding employment constant at

full employment levels. Abstracting from any adverse effects on employment, the union wage

distribution would be located to the right of the spot wage distribution for all wages below

w∗ (see figure 3), simply because union wage mark-ups are positive if θ < θ∗ and zero if

θ ≥ θ∗. Second, there is an employment effect which describes the effect on the union wage

distribution had unionised workers been paid the same wage as non-unionised workers, but

had employment levels adjusted as if firms had paid their workers the higher union wages.

We know from (5) that—comparing outcomes across locales—lower wages are associated

with greater unemployment. Since incomes of unemployed workers do not affect thec.d. f .

of union wages, the union wage distribution is strictly below the spot wage distribution, even

when abstracting from the direct wage effect.

To illustrate both wage and employment effects we compare infigure 3 the location of two,

otherwise identical locales. Consider first locales payinga particular wage which is assumed

to be beloww∗. There, the union wage markup and hence the direct wage effect on the union

wage distribution is positive. Moreover, the employment effect is also positive because the

share of workers that actually find employment at the union wage rate is below one and in-

creasing in the wage rate. Comparing the location of the unionised and the non-unionised

locale with identical factor productivityθ < θ∗ in figure 3, we see that the unionised locale

must therefore be located to the south-east of the non-unionised locale. Next consider locales

that pay a wage rate abovew∗. In such locales union markups and hence direct wage effects

vanish. However, the proportion of unionised workers that actually receive this wage is greater

than the respective proportion of non-unionised workers. The union wage distribution is there-

fore also below the spot market wage distribution in the upper parts of the wage distribution.

This shows first-order stochastic dominance of the union wage distribution. The following

proposition summarises this result of which a formal proof can be found in the appendix.

Proposition 2 Suppose capital stocks in both unionised and non-unionisedlocales are iden-

tically large. Then the wage distribution as implied by the Monopoly Union model first-degree

16A distributionX (t) is said to first-order stochastically dominate a distributionY (t) if Y (t) ≥ X (t) for all t,
with strict inequality holding for at least onet. The distributionX (t) second-order stochastically dominates

Y(t) if
∫ t̃
−∞ [Y (t)−X (t)]dt ≥ 0 for all t̃, with strict inequality holding for at least onẽt.
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Figure 3: First-order stochastic dominance of union wage distribution (c.d. f .m)

stochastically dominates the spot market wage distribution.

Since Proposition 2 does not make further assumptions aboutthe unknown distribution of

efficiency parameters,G(θ), it can be used to develop formal tests of this extended Right-to-

Manage model. In this spirit, let us discuss some further testable implications of first-degree

stochastic dominance. The first implication is obvious and concerns mean wages:

Corollary 3 The mean wage in the unionised sector is strictly larger thanthe mean wage in

the non-unionised sector.

Traditionally, the trade union literature has a strong focus on this difference in first mo-

ments of both wage distributions and universally finds this difference to be positive. A similar

conclusion concerning the geometric mean can also be shown (Levy 1998, ch 3), although

empirical studies usually do not compare geometric means. If one is interested in testing our

model, it is however straightforward to directly test for first-order stochastic dominance and

not only to rely on a comparison of first moments. There are several ways how this could

be done, three of which we want to mention. Firstly, Anderson(1996) proposed a direct test

for stochastic dominance which is basically an extension ofa Goodness of Fit test (see also

Davidson and Duclos 2000, Barrett and Donald 2003). Secondly, test can be based on a series

of quantile regressions because first-order stochastic dominance implies that at all quantiles

the union wage distribution is above the distribution of spot market wages. Thirdly, one can

exploit properties of the Gini coefficient to connect stochastic dominance with standard in-

equality measures. The Gini coefficient can be defined eithervia the area under the Lorenz

curve or, equivalently, as half the ratio of the average absolute difference between observation

15



pairsw′ andw′′ to the mean E[w], that is, asE|w′−w′′|
2E[w] (Dorfman 1979). Denote the Gini coeffi-

cient of the wage distribution in unionised and non-unionised locales asΓm and, respectively,

Γspot. The following implication of stochastic dominance forΓm, Γspot and mean wages in

both distributions is due to Yitzhaki (1982).

Corollary 4 If union wages wm first-order stochastically dominate spot market wages wspot

then it holds that

E[wm]× (1−Γm) > E[wspot]× (1−Γspot) (6)

To illustrate the corollary, consider the case of two distribution functions where the cumula-

tive distribution function of the second is a simple rightward shift of the distribution of the first.

Then their Gini coefficient is the same and condition (6) mimics the condition in Corollary 3.

The above condition (6) is moreover necessary when union wages second-order stochastically

dominate spot market wages. Since first-order stochastic dominance implies second-order

stochastic dominance but not vice versa, test based on condition (6) would however lack some

power.17

4.1.2 Wage percentile ratios

In the introduction we argued that union wages are compressed with respect to standard wage

percentile ratios such as the 90-10 log wage difference. We next argue that this finding is in line

with this paper’s Right-to-Manage model. The key insight isthe earlier mentioned fact that

covered workers in low productivity locales are paid higherwages than are workers on spot

labour markets in locales with comparable productivity. This compresses the support of the

resulting distribution function of union wages from below while it leaves the upper bound of

the support unaffected (see figure 3). Hence, theaverageslope of the union wage distribution

is greater than the average slope of the wage distribution onspot labour markets, which is

17One final remark about condition (6). It certainly holds if E[wm] ≥E
[
wspot

]
and Γm ≤ Γspot. The crucial

difference between the variance and the Gini coefficient as inequality measures is that the Gini coefficient
is based on mean absolute differences between all pairsw′ andw′′, while the variance is the mean squared
difference between such pairs:

Var[w] = E
[
(w−E[w])2

]
=

1
2

E
[(

w′−w′′
)2

]

Due to this similarity it comes as no surprise that for a number of prominent distributions, such as the nor-
mal, lognormal, exponential, and uniform distribution, the conditions E[wm] ≥E

[
wspot

]
andΓm ≤ Γspot are

satisfied whenever E[wm] ≥E
[
wspot

]
and Var[wm] ≤Var

[
wspot

]
(see Yitzhaki 1982, Levy 1998). So for these

distribution functions a comparison of the first two momentsdoes tell us something about stochastic domi-
nance. This is however not very useful in the present contextbecause we know that both wage distributions of
unionised and non-unionised locales cannot be both normal,lognormal,exponential, or uniformat the same
time.
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to say thatwmax
m −wmin

m < wmax
spot−wmin

spot. It is straightforward to show that after a conversion

of nominal into log wages this inequality is preserved—simply because the logarithm is a

monotonically increasing function.

This result in fact holds more generally for a larger class ofpercentile ratios, not only

for the 100-0 log wage difference. To see this remember that for any quantileq ∈ [0,1) it

holds thatwq
m > wq

spot (first-degree stochastic dominance). Using this insight, we can show

that logwq′′
m − logwq′

m < logwq′′
spot− logwq′

spot whenever the average slope of the union wage

distribution between any two given quantilesq′′,q′ ∈ [0,1], whereq′′ > q′, is greater than the

average slope of the spot market wage between the same two quantiles; that is, whenever

q′′−q′

wq′′
m −wq′

m

>
q′′−q′

wq′′
spot−wq′

spot

This inequality implies thatwq′′
m −wq′

m < wq′′
spot−wq′

spot. The following simple technical lemma

exploits the concavity of the log and basically says that this inequality in nominal differences

survives when taking logs:

Lemma 5 Consider the two intervals(a,b) and(c,d) where b> a > 0 and d> c > a. Then

b−a≥ d−c implieslogb− loga > logd− logc.

Applying the lemma we see that in fact

wq′′
m −wq′

m < wq′′
spot−wq′

spot⇒ logwq′′
m − logwq′

m < logwq′′
spot− logwq′

spot

When using wage percentile ratios to measure wage compression, this therefore shows that

union wages are compressed forq′′ = 1 and allq′ ∈ [0,1). Now applying a continuity argu-

ment, this result also holds forq′′ sufficiently close to unity. The next proposition summarises

this important finding:

Proposition 6 For sufficiently large q′′ union wages are compressed with respect to the wage

percentile ratio, as expressed by the log wage differencelogwq′′
m − logwq′

m, where q′′ > q′, when

compared with the respective log wage difference on spot labour markets.

So, by this argument the 90-10 log wage difference can be expected to reflect the type

of wage compression as it is induced by the union in this model. One caveat is in order

however. The argument of the previous paragraph does not allow us to infer that union wages

are compressed with respect toany given wage percentile ratio—although this may be true,

depending onG(θ), u(w) and the production technology. The reason behind this caveat is that
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at the lower end of the union wage distribution the employment effect can render the average

slope of the union wage distribution between two small quantiles q′′ andq′ smaller than the

average slope of the spot market wage distribution. For instance, in figure 3 at the lower end

of the wage distribution the slope of the union wage distribution issmallerthan the respective

average slope of spot market wages. Then, by the above argument, spot market wages were

compressed. However, it should be emphasised that, first, this counterintuitive result only

holds for certain specifications of the model and, second, requires thatq′′ is small.

4.1.3 Wage variance

As stated in Corollary 3, the model makes clear predictions concerning the ordering of first

moments of the two wage distributions. However, conclusions concerning the ordering of

higher moments of the wage distributions, in particular of wage variances or the variances of

log wages,cannotbe drawn from the model without making further assumptions about the

precise forms of utility, production, and distribution functions.18 The reason for this negative

result is that union wage setting not only increases the lower bound of the support of the wage

distribution in the Monopoly Union model, denoted aswmin
m —which apparently “compresses”

the wage distribution—but unions also increase the mean wage. Hence, the mean squared

distance from agivenwage is the smaller, the largerwmin
m , but since the mean wage is different

in both distributions, this model does not make unambiguouspredictions about whether or not

unions structure wages so as to decrease its variance. Wage or log wage variances, therefore,

do not lend themselves as providingtestable implications of the model.Irrespective of such

qualifications, they of course remain useful measures to succinctly describekey properties of

observed wage distributions.

4.1.4 The association between wages and the capital income share

Both Hildreth and Oswald (1997) and Arai (2003) present evidence that wages and (quasi-

)profits—where the latter are standardised to take account of differences in firm size—are

positively correlated. Moreover, there is some indicationthat unionisation and financial per-

formance are negatively linked (Metcalf 2003, Sec. 3). Identifying financial performance with

18To illustrate that first-order stochastic dominance does not allow one to draw any conclusions about a com-
parison of variances consider the following counter-example. Suppose there are only three statess1, s2, and
s3 with outcomes 0, 1, and 10, respectively. Let the probabilities of the dominated distribution be 0.1, 0.8,
and 0.1 in each of the three states and, respectively, let 0, 0.2, and 0.8 be the probabilities of each state of
the dominant distribution. The arithmetic mean of the dominated and dominant distribution can be calculated
to be 1.8 and, respectively, 8.2 while the variance of the former is 7.56 and of the latter 12.96. Thus, even
though the support of the dominated distribution is larger,its variance is smaller.
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the capital income share 1−s, it is interesting to see whether the Monopoly Union model of

this section is able to explain such a positive correlation between wages and capital income

shares. By assumption aboutθmin some covered workers do not find employment. Hence, in

localities with sufficiently lowθ , as argued previously (see equation 5), both employment and

wages are the larger the greaterθ . This in turn implies that the labour income share decreases

(remember thatσ < 1) or, vice versa, capital income shares increase inθ . We summarise this

finding in the next proposition.

Proposition 7 Suppose some workers are unemployed in a set of unionised locales of positive

measure. Then under union wage setting there is a positive correlation between wages and

capital income shares in these locales, while they are uncorrelated on spot labour markets.

The last result follows simply from the fact that the capitalintensity is constant in non-

unionised locales and so are capital income shares.

4.2 Wage bargaining

Let us now abandon the strong assumption that unions could unilaterally impose wages on

firms and, following Nickell and Andrews (1983), assume instead that unions and firms bar-

gain over wages. It is unnecessary to be very specific about the precise bargaining solution.

It simply has to have the following standard properties:19 (1) Union wages increase in the

bargaining power of the union. (2) The union wage markup is zero when unions have no bar-

gaining power. (3) Wages are set as in the Monopoly Union model if all the bargaining power

lies with the unions. (4) For given bargaining power wages increase with the threat points, i.e.,

with spot market and monopoly union wages.

The impact of union bargaining power on the union wage distribution is best understood by

inspection of Figure 2. Consider locales with the smallest realised efficiency parameterθmin.

In the figure circles marked 1 and 2 indicate how wages on spot markets and, respectively,

in the Monopoly Union model are determined. If bargaining power of unions is positive but

limited, the agreed-on union wage will be somewhere betweenthese two wage rates. Now

due to the above assumption (4), these agreed-on wages, saywRTM, increase inθ because both

wspotandwm do. The thick dotted line depicts one possibility how efficiency parametersθ and

wageswRTM are associated. The important fact to notice is that the above assumptions about

the bargaining solution imply that, first, the agreed-on wagewRTM monotonously increases in

total factor productivity and, second, that these are always between the monopoly wage and

19Often used bargaining solution, such as Nash’s, all have these properties.
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the spot market wage. Then, by the same arguments that lead usto deduce Proposition 2, we

can infer the next proposition relating bargaining power and stochastic dominance.

Proposition 8 Suppose their are two bargaining regimes, A and B, differingonly in the

union’s bargaining power. Let the union’s bargaining powerin regime A be greater than

in regime B. Then the wage distribution in regime A first-order stochastically dominates the

wage distribution in regime B.

Strictly speaking, Proposition 2 is in fact a corollary of Proposition 8. By Corollary 3 the

average union wage markup is thus the greater the larger the union bargaining power.

5 Endogenous capital adjustments

So far we have kept investments constant and for conveniencealso assumed that the stock

of capital was identically large in all locales. As noted, ina static model as ours this can

be motivated by assuming that at the time when investment decisions are being made firms

are ignorant of whether or not workers will form a union. Since labour demand curves are

downward sloping, for given factor productivityθ higher wages are associated with higher

capital intensities. From the point of view of the outside observer, ignorant of a locale’s scale,

this may appear as if firms in unionised locales substitute relatively expensive labour with

relatively cheap capital. However, firms so far only adjusted their labour inputs, not their

capital stocks. In this section we now explicitly model investment decisions of firms and find

that, due to the positive union wage markup, firms invest lessin unionised than in non-union-

ised sectors. So, as far as the utilisation of capital is concerned, while the substitution effect

of the union wage markup is positive, the scale effect is negative (see also the discussion in

Kuhn 1998, p 1049).

Clearing of the capital market requires that

∂πm

∂K
= E

[
θFK

(
Km

Lm
,1

)
− r

]

= E

[
θFK

(
Kspot

Lspot
,1

)
− r

]
=

∂πspot

∂K
(7)

whenever in equilibrium firms are active in both sets of locales, unionised and non-unionised

ones. We refer to such an equilibrium as a joint equilibrium and to the above derivatives

∂πm/∂K and∂πspot/∂K simply as ‘rates of return’. Remember that at the time investment de-

cisions are made (ex ante), firms are assumed to be still ignorant of their (ex post) productivity
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θ . The market clearing condition (7) shows clearly the importance of an assumption like this,

for otherwise joint equilibria would never exist. The reason is that then, had firms knowledge

of their particularθ when investing in machinery, in any locale in which firms expect wm to be

greater thanwspot the capital intensitykm = Km/Lm would also be greater thankspotand hence

the marginal product of capital would be lower in the unionised than in the non-unionised

locale. Thus, rates of return could never equalise, given the interesting case that union wage

markups are positive in a set of locales of positive measure.

By the same token, it is easy to see that there is no joint equilibrium in which capital stocks

are equally large in all locales. Assume otherwise, that is,continue to entertain the assump-

tions ensuring identical capital stocks in all locales, andremember that the particular efficiency

parameterθ∗ was constructed in such a way that atθ = θ∗ the effective minimum wage in

the unionised sectorwm just binds. We know that the capital intensity is identical in unionised

and non-unionised locales whereθ ≥ θ∗; that is,km (θ) = kspot(θ) for all θ ≥ θ∗. However,

in all locales whereθ < θ∗ some workers cannot find employment and, hence, in these locales

km (θ) > kspot(θ). This shows that expected rates of return in the unionised sector are below

those in the non-unionised sector which leads to a contradiction.

Instead it is straightforward to show that in a joint equilibrium firms in the non-unionised

sector invest less in machinery. We defer the details to an appendix but here only notice that in

joint equilibriumKspot= kspotmust still be smaller thankm
(
θmin

)
, the largest capital intensity

in all unionised locales. Again assume otherwise, that is, assumeKm becomes so small and

Kspot so large that even in the least productive locales the capital intensity in the unionised

sector is smaller than the capital intensity in the non-unionised sector. Then, as can be seen

from inspection of (7), rates of return in the unionised sector, ∂πm/∂K, would in fact be

greater than those in the free-market sector which cannot hold in a joint equilibrium either.

Thus, in joint equilibriumKspot< km
(
θmin

)
and therefore

wmin
spot= θminFL

(
Kspot,1

)
< θminFL

(
km

(
θmin

)
,1

)
= wmin

m .

Figure 4 shows how the increase inKspot and the corresponding decrease inKm (as com-

pared to the baseline model with identical capital stocks) affects the wage distribution of both

unionised and non-unionised sectors. The first thing to notice is that the spot market wage

distribution shifts to the right asKspot increases because firms in all non-unionised locales pay

higher wages while still employing all available labour.20 Second, due to the decrease inKm

the highest paid wage (wmax
m ) in the unionised sector goes down, if prior to the reductionof

20This wage increase is greater for highly productive workers(locales with largeθ ) due to the Hicks-neutral
form of the production function. The shift to the right of thec.d. f . is therefore not parallel.
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Figure 4: Wage distributions in unionised and non-unionised locales before (thin dashed lines)
and after (thick lines) capital adjustments where the dotted and solid lines depict the
c.d. f . within the set of non-unionised and, respectively, unionised locales.

Km there had been some unionised locales paying market clearing wages. Third, wages do not

change withKm in all those locales paying above market clearing wages; so the lower bound

of the union wage distributionwmin
m remains constant. Finally, as argued earlier, the lowest

wage paid on spot labour markets remains below the lowest union wage.

The crossing of thec.d. f .s of both union and spot market wages demands modification of

the results on wage percentile ratios and stochastic dominance as they were derived in the

previous section. As far as stochastic dominance is concerned, notice that neither wage distri-

bution first-order stochastically dominates the other if both distribution functions cross. Fur-

thermore, the model seems inconclusive about higher-orderstochastic dominance. So, once

we allow for capital adjustments conclusions or even tests based on properties of stochas-

tic dominance cannot be drawn or derived from the present model. Most noteworthy, the

model now becomes inconclusive about the sign of themeanunion wage markup—while it

had already been inconclusive about higher moments when capital stocks were assumed to be

identically large.

However, with respect to wage percentile ratios as a means tomeasure union wage com-

pression the intersection of both wage distribution functionsstrengthensour earlier results.

As argued earlier, simple rescaling of the abscissa in figure4 from nominal wages into log

wages preserves the main property that both distributions functions cross but allows to easily

draw conclusions based on log wage differences. To be more specific, let both distribution

functions intersect exactly once at, say,w∗∗. Thenwq′
m ≤ w∗∗ ≤ wq′′

m is sufficient to draw the

conclusion that union wages are compressed with respect to theq′′−q
′
wage percentile ratio.

Summarising,

Proposition 9 Suppose in joint equilibrium cumulative distribution functions of both union
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and spot market wages intersect exactly once at w∗∗. Then for all quantiles q′′, q′ (q′′ > q′) for

which wq′
m ≤ w∗∗ ≤ wq′′

m the difference of log union wage quantiles,logwq′′
m − logwq′

m, is smaller

than the difference of log wages on spot labour markets,logwq′′
spot− logwq′

spot.

While it was necessary to assume that quantilesq′ and q′′ are ‘sufficiently far apart’ to

derive Proposition 6 (where it was assumed that a sufficient proportion of the support was

covered by the differencewq′′
m −wq′

m), here it suffices thatwq′
m ≤w∗∗ ≤wq′′

m . To be more specific:

Proposition 9 shows that union wages are compressed with respect to the 90-10 percentile ratio

if 0.1≤ q(w∗∗) ≤ 0.9.

Existence of joint equilibrium We next turn to the question whether a joint equilibrium

actually exists; that is, whether in fact there exists a distributionKm andKspot such that firms

are active in all locales. We only discuss existence of a joint equilibrium in the Monopoly

Union model, as an extension to allow for a varying degree of bargaining power is straightfor-

ward. Notice that in our model imposing Inada-like conditions on the production functionF

is not sufficient since bothwm andw function as minimum wage. In particular, for sufficiently

low Km expected quasi-profitsπm become independent ofKm and so are expected rates of

return. Therefore

lim
Km→0

∂πm

∂K
= E[θFK (km,1)] < ∞

wherekm > 0 depends onθ , does not change withKm, and is uniquely determined by (4)

holding with equality.

Now, since there is no Inada-like condition onπm and the aggregate capital stockK is finite,

it comes as no surprise that even asKspot→ K/(1−c), the rate of return on investments in

non-unionised locales can still be greater than the rate of return on investments in firms in the

unionised sector. In general, a joint equilibrium exists ifand only if

lim
Kspot→K/(1−c)

∂πspot

∂K
< lim

Km→0

∂πm

∂K
(8)

In the appendix we show that this inequality might not hold if, for instance,K and c are

sufficiently small.

Expected utility, wages and bargaining power If condition (8) does not hold, the threat

of high wage demands by the union deters unionised firms from making any investments at

all. An immediate consequence of this is that unionised workers can be worse off in income

and utility terms than non-unionised workers. In the extreme case in which all unionised firms
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completely withhold investments and shut down (or, rather,never open) utility of all unionised

workers isu(w) while utility of non-unionised workers is E
[
wspot

]
, which is strictly greater

becausewspot > w everywhere. By a simple continuity argument, this also implies that even

in the less extreme case in which unionised firms do, though moderately, install machinery,

utility of unionised workers is still smaller than utility of non-unionised workers. This shows

that it actually can be harmful for workers to have the ability to form a union if this threat is

substantial enough to make affected firms withhold investments—a conclusion which is very

much in line with an important result in Grout (1984).

We have shown that capital stocks decrease in the union’s bargaining power because greater

bargaining power implies higher wage markups and thus, for given investments, lower rates of

return. This raises the question whether in joint equilibrium average union wages are greater or

smaller than average spot market wages, once capital stocksadjust so as to equalise expected

profits in all firms. So far, our analysis is inconclusive about this question. Notice however

that, if after capital adjustments the average union wage markup was negative in the Monopoly

Union model, average union wages would actuallydecrease in the bargaining power of unions.

In such instance in which firms react strongly to the threat ofunionisation of workers by

withholding investments, workers would in fact be better off if they could credibly commit

not to form a union.

6 Conclusions

This article presents an extension of the popular Right-to-Manage model to explain union

wage compression in a general equilibrium model. Firms remain on the labour demand curve,

labour demand curves shift with the efficiency (‘shock’) parameters and workers cannot move

between localities. This model is able to generate a non-degenerate wage distribution and al-

lows comparison of wage distributions in both unionised andnon-unionised locales. We find

that unions compress wages by raising wages of low-paid, possibly low-skilled workers above

market clearing levels. We argue that the such induced wage distribution is compressed with

respect to wage percentile ratios if the used wage quantilescover a sufficient proportion of the

overall wage distribution. Direct tests of the model shouldfocus on tests for stochastic domi-

nance of the union wage distribution. Unambiguous results concerning variances of wages or

log wages could not be obtained.

Apart from extending standard trade union models to study wage compressing union effects,

this paper also introduces capital into the model and discusses wages, employment, and (quasi-

)profits in a general equilibrium framework. We believe a general equilibrium analysis to be
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warranted because in countries with large union coverage rates capital can be expected to be, at

least to some extent, mobile between industries. The reasonfor this assessment is that the set

of businesses which are covered by union labour agreements can be expected to be the more

selective the lower the overall coverage rate. Consider forinstance the U.S. where coverage

rates are low and bargaining between firms and unions takes place at the firm level. There, it

seems the more plausible that workers form unions in those firms that find it difficult to pull out

capital from their establishment and invest instead in the non-unionised sector, because capital

is to a large extent sunk. As one example, unions have traditionally been strong in mining and

firms active in mining most likely cannot escape the bargaining power of unions because the

geologic realities do not allow it. One may also think of car manufacturers whose capital to a

great extent consists of their brand, their reputation, andpossibly also their customer relations.

Such capital depreciates fairly slowly and cannot be withdrawn to set up a business in a sector

where unionism is less prevalent. So we think that for industrial relations as they prevail in

North America and possibly the UK it is sensible to study union wage effects in a partial

equilibrium framework and so, in particular, to entertain the assumption that capital stocks are

fixed. However, in a Continental European context with largebut incomplete union coverage

those sectors, industries, or firms that are covered, are most likely less selected. So in these

countries it would be strong and possibly overly restrictive to assume that capital stocks are

fixed when studying the effects of unions on wages and employment.

Now, when making their investment decision, firms anticipate that unions will use their bar-

gaining power to set wages and possibly also employment suchthat quasi-profits are reduced,

as compared to spot labour markets. So in effect we are facinga standard holdup problem—

even though we cannot discriminate between the effects due to the ‘holdup’ of capital and the

monopolisation of labour supply because there is only one type of labour and this is necessary

for producing the output good. As can be anticipated from thefirst study of this kind in the

union context (Grout 1984) we find the overall union effects on wages and expected workers’

utility to be ambiguous. In particular, firms are found to invest less in machinery the greater

the bargaining power of the union. In the extreme case in which the threat of forming a strong

union is sufficiently deterring so as to make firms withholding investments in the unionised

sector altogether, unionised workers are worse off than workers who find employment on spot

labour markets.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2: Notice that there is a one-to-one relation between factor pro-

ductivity θ and wage rateswm andwspot. Hence,wm (θ) andwspot(θ) are invertible. For

convenience letZm (w̃) denote the mass of workers employed on unionised labour markets

who earn no more thañw. (We use the tilde to avoid confusion of wage functions and specific

given wage rates.) That is, define

Zm (w̃) ≡

∫ θ̃m=w−1
m (w̃)

θ min
Lm (θ)dG(θ)

whereLm (θ) ≡ L(wm (θ) |θ ,K ) denotes labour demand on unionised labour markets in lo-

cales with factor productivityθ , taking capital stocksK as given. Terms for spot labour mar-

kets,Zspot(w̃) andLspot(θ), are defined accordingly. Then the total mass of workers employed

on spot and unionised labour markets isZspot(wmax) [= 1−c] andZm (wmax) [< c]. We next

show that
Zm (w̃)

Zm(wmax)
<

Zspot(w̃)

Zspot(wmax)
for all wmin

spot≤ w̃ < wmax (9)

and hence first-order stochastic dominance of the union wagedistribution.

If w̃ < w∗ thenθ̃m < θ̃spot because of positive union wage markups. Vice versa, ifw̃≥ w∗

thenθ̃m = θ̃spot. Then

Zm (w̃)

Zm(wmax)
=

∫ θ̃spot

θ min Lm (θ)dG(θ)
∫ θ max

θ min Lm (θ)dG(θ)
−

∫ θ̃spot

θ̃m
Lm (θ)dG(θ)

∫ θ max

θ min Lm (θ)dG(θ)

≤

∫ θ̃spot

θ min Lm (θ)dG(θ)
∫ θ max

θ min Lm (θ)dG(θ)

<

∫ θ̃spot

θ min Lspot(θ)dG(θ)
∫ θ max

θ min Lspot(θ)dG(θ)
=

Zspot(w̃)

Zspot(wmax)

The first inequality describes the wage effect, the second inequality the employment effect.

The latter exploits the fact thatLm(θ) increases inθ for all θ < θ∗ and constant for allθ ≥ θ∗

(see equation 5), whileLspot(θ) never changes withθ .

Proof of Lemma 5: The lemma holds in fact for arbitrary functionsf (w) with f ′ > 0> f ′′.

By Taylor’s theorem there is aξ ∈ (a,b) and aφ ∈ (c,d) such thatf ′ (ξ )(b−a) = f (b)− f (a)

and f ′ (φ)(d−c) = f (d)− f (c). By assumption,b−a≥ d−c. Then f (b)− f (a) > f (d)−
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Figure 5:

f (c) if f ′ (ξ ) > f ′ (φ). Since f ′′ < 0 andc > a this is certainly true ifd > b. But if d ≤ b the

result holdsa fortiori, simply becausef is monotonically increasing.

Investment in machinery in unionised and non-unionised firms and existence of

equilibrium This appendix discusses why in a joint equilibriumKspot> Km and when such

an equilibrium actually exists. Fixθ ∈
[
θmin,θmax

]
. There is a unique capital intensity,

denoted askm (θ), associated with thisθ such that for allKm < km (θ) the utilised capital

intensity equalskm(θ) and soFK (km(θ) ,1) does not change with smallKm. ForKm ≥ km (θ),

however, there is full employment in the unionised locale with efficiency parameterθ and so

FK (km(θ) ,1) = FK (Km,1) decreases inKm. The thick kinked downward sloping curve in

Figure 5 depicts the marginal product of capital for the particular case in whichθ = θ∗.

TakingKm, K andc as given, investments in the typical free-market locale,Kspot, are given

by the market clearing conditionKspot· (1−c) + Km · c = K. Whenever for a givenKm the

correspondingKspot is sufficiently large so thatwspot> w, the marginal product of capital in the

non-unionised localeFK
(
kspot(θ) ,1

)
the strictly downward sloping inKspotand hence upward

sloping inKm. Due to symmetry, both marginal productsFK (Km,1) andFK
(
Kspot,1

)
intersect

at K = Km = Kspot. However, only ifθ ≥ θ∗ it also holds that thenFK (km,1) = FK
(
kspot,1

)
.

In fact, for K = Km = Kspot some workers are unemployed in locales withθ < θ∗, therefore

km > kspot (rememberwm > w for all θ ) and henceFK (km,1) < FK
(
kspot,1

)
. We assumed

thatθmin < θ∗ < θmax and we can therefore state the following aboutaveragerates of return:

∂πm/∂K < ∂πspot/∂K if K = Km = Kspot. SinceFKK < 0 in joint equilibrium it must therefore
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hold thatKm < Kspot.

Figure 5 illustrates the case in whichK > km
(
θmin

)
· (1−c) and in whichK is sufficiently

large such that we can letKspot= km
(
θmin

)
while both sectors remain open. Since this implies

Kspot > K we know thatwspot > w for all θ ∈
[
θmin,θmax

]
and, hence, thatkspot = Kspot

everywhere. However,km (θ) < km
(
θmin

)
and thereforeFK

(
kspot,1

)
< FK (km(θ) ,1) for all

θ > θmin. By a continuity argument, this proves that in this instance(1) there exists a joint

equilibrium, (2) in equilibriumKspot< km
(
θmin

)
and (3) min

{
wspot

}
< min{wm}.

A joint equilibrium may however not exist. This happens ifK is so small orc so large such

that the marginal product of capitalFK
(
Kspot(K,Km,c) ,1

)
does not decrease sufficiently fast

in Km. Then, even asKm → 0, theaveragerate of return∂πm/∂K is below∂πspot/∂K. In

such instances, firm in unionised locales will not invest in capital (‘shut down’) and therefore

all workers in these locales will remain without work.
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Table I: Earnings dispersion and collective bargaining coverage in a cross-sction of countries

D9/D1 Bargaining coverage
1980-84 1990-94 2000-01 1980 1990 2000

United States 3.91 4.39 4.64 26 18 14
Canada · · · · · · 3.71 37 38 32
United Kingdom 3.09 3.39 3.40 70+ 40+ 30+
Germany 2.88 2.79 · · · 80+ 80+ 68

Westa 70
Easta 55

Netherlands 2.47 2.60 · · · 70+ 70+ 80+
Australia 2.88 2.82 3.07 80+ 80+ 80+
Italy · · · 2.35 · · · 80+ 80+ 80+
France 3.18 3.21 · · · 80+ 80+ 90+
Sweden 2.01 2.11 2.30 80+ 80+ 90+

Source: OECD (2004, Tables 3.2 and 3.3). D9/D1 is the 90-10 percentile ratio for the
gross earnings of full-time employees.· · · Data not available.a Kohaut and Schnabel
(2003, Table 2).+ indicates lower bounds.
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Table II: Real hourly earnings, earnings dispersion and collective bargaining coverage in a cross-section of countries: Median
real wages and wage decile ratios of full-time employed men aged 25-54 in the private sector

1984 1993a 2000

# D5b D9/D1 # D5 D9/D1 # D5 D9/D1

U.S. all 42,037 16.5 3.50 41,882 14.7 4.08 27,295 15.5 4.23
(CPS-ORG) uncovered 32,240 14.9 4.04 35,027 14.0 4.17 23,910 15.0 4.51

covered 9,797 18.2 2.23 6,855 17.9 2.44 3,385 18.0 2.85
(unadjusted)
covered 18.6 2.38 17.9 2.68 18.0 3.00
(adjusted)

Britain allc · · · · · · · · · 4,391 7.9 3.61 17,786 8.9 3.91
(LFS) uncoveredd · · · · · · · · · 1,401 7.8 3.96 2,919 9.0 4.33

coveredd · · · · · · · · · 771 8.1 2.71 1,200 9.0 2.90
(unadjusted)
coveredd · · · · · · · · · 8.5 2.93 9.3 2.99
(adjusted)

Germanye all · · · · · · · · · 415,132 15.3 2.21 252,661 16.1 2.39
(GLS) uncovered · · · · · · · · · 72,830 13.9 2.48 79,119 14.5 2.73

covered · · · · · · · · · 342,302 15.6 2.13 173,542 16.7 2.23
(unadjusted)
covered · · · · · · · · · 15.4 2.10 16.5 2.24
(adjusted)

Author’s calculations. # indicates numbers of observations. aCPS: Only observations for which unallocated earnings are available. For 1993 we apply
the method proposed in Hirsch and Schumacher (2004) to determine allocated earnings.bMedian earnings (D5) are expressed in year 2000 prices
(U.S. dollars, British pounds and Euros, respectively).cThe British LFS contains questions on bargaining coverage and union membership only in the
autumn quarter. For this reason the number of observations is significantly larger when not conditioning on bargaining coverage or union membership.
d In 1993 union membership is used as proxy for bargaining coverage. In the U.S. coverage and membership basically coincide when conditioning
on workers employed in the private sector. So we use union membership to proxy for coverage.eData for Germany come from theGehalts- und
Lohnstrukturerhebung(GLS) for the years 1995 and 2001. NewLänderare excluded. Notice that in particular in 1995 the GLS stillhad a strong
focus on the manufacturing sector. To retain comparabilityacross years only observations of person employed in industries that were also sampled in
1995 are used. Due to the sampling structure of the GLS, we usethe provided weights to estimate deciles. ‘Coverage’ in theGLS data refers to union
coverage at the firm level. We let a firm be covered if more than half of its workers are paid union wages. Differences in wage dispersion are in fact
larger when using individual coverage instead of firm coverage.
Adjusted wage ratios are computed to account for differences in age and education of covered and uncovered individuals.We generate six 5-year age
classes and three (Britain, Germany) or four (U.S.) education groups. Observations of covered workers are then re-weighted so that shares of each
age-education cell in the covered sector equal the respective proportion in the uncovered sector.
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